
Numbers and lengths

We have seen that we caffrot represent all lengths using only

rational numbers. For example, the diagonal ofa square of
side 1 centimetre and the perimeter of a circle of diameter 1

centimetre are some of the lengths which cannot be

represented by rational numbers.

So, to represent all lengths, we need all positive rational

numbers and also all irrationals like uf and n.All rational

and inational numbers needed to represent all lengths,

together with their negatives and zero are collectively called

real numbers.

In other words, positive real numbers are the numbers needed

to represent all lengths, whatever be the length we choose as

1 (one centimetre, one inch, one metre, or the length ofany
line we choose). For example, f is the lenglh of the

diagonal ofa square, ifwe choose the length ofits side as 1.

Again, r is the length grven by the perimeter of a circle, if we

choose its diameter as I .

Theory and practice

Though numbers like f and n are

irrational numbers, we use their
approximations by rational numbers for
practical purposes. For example, the
perimeter ofa circle ofdiameter 2metres
is the irrational

2n - 6.2831...

but lo aclually make a c irc le of th is size,
we bent a wire of length 6 metres and
28 centimetres or 6metres. 28
centimetres and 3millimetres.

Recognizing such numbers as inationals
and finding methods to upproximate them
by rational numbers increases the
accuracy in pract ical applications.
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Irrational quantities

Not only lengths, but quantities like area

orvolume can also be inational numbers.

For example, the area of a rectangle of
lengrh u,r and breadth JZ is Jo.

We can also see !6 as a length,

Look at this picture:

In the figure above, what is the length of
AB?

It is convenient to visualize all positive
irrationals as lengths.

Number line

So, all positive real numbers can be thought ofas lengths.

Let's imagine all these lengths starting lrom the same point

and along the same line.

First let's take a lengthlB as 1.

Al B

If we extend this to C by the same length, then the length

oflCwould bel B + BC - 1 + 1 = 2.

i-t-fin
Next ifwe extend this to D asbefore, then the length oflD
is 3.

AtBlClD

We can continue like this. When we make extensions like
this, suppose we label the end points ofthe lines with their
lengths (from l), instead ofdifferent letters.

That is, in the place of B above, we write 1, in the place of
C we write 2 and so on. What about l? We label it 0, since
the distance from I to itself is zero.

This is how lengths are marked in rulers and tapes, right?

Thus all the natural numbers are placed in this line. Where

arc the fractions like ] and ] to be located in this line?
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j irhulfoft.so,

and1.

-l
2 is to be located right at the middle of 0

. 7 -1 - rAgain.i 2 \ =2+': and so if r'r e consider the nvo points

which divide the distance between 2 and 3 into thLree equal

pans.lhe first olLhese points is the posiLion ol ] . .

27

What about irrationals like .fi andn?

Ifwe place one end ofa line oflength .r[ at 0, the other end

would give the position of .rf .

012345

tJt

To locate n, we can think ofa circle ofdiameter 1 placed at

0 and straightened, as in the picture below:

, .,.i5(..'.'. ir \r'. t:l \!:.. ,1 __11i 
....''-1 a .....--.........:,,&

0123n45

Thus ifall lengtls are placed with one end at 0 along our line,

then we can visrnlize all positive real numbers as points on

*ris line.

011
2

Number density

How many numbers are there between
0 and 1?

There are no natural numbers; but then

there are innumerable rationals like I .

t)tlj.. I and irrationals like -J' 5 *"" ""' J2' JJ 'r
between 0 and l.

We can see this geometrically also.

Draw a line and mark one end as 0 and

the other end as 1.

01

Now if we take any point on this line,
we can denote it by the length from 0.

jt
l
l

Thus each point on this line represents a

number between 0 and l.

How many points are there on the line?

0

l:.il



Some history

We have seen how the Pythagorean
belief that all quantities can be
represented by natural numbers and their
ratios was destroyed by Hippasus'
arguments. But this did not result in the
development of the idea of irrational
numbers in Greek mathematics. Instead,

they started using lenglhs in the place of
numbers in mathematical arguments.
Thus in the Greek mathematical works
ofthat period, we see even theorems on

numbers stated in geometric language.

F. ecalLthe sedion, Geometric algebra, of
the lesson, Algebra in the Class 8

texbook.)

Among real numbers, the negatives ofall these numbers
indicating lengths are also included. Can we also see them as

points on our line?

For this, we extend this line to the left ofO and represent all
lengths to the left using negative numbers.

5

Thus we can think ofall real numbers as points on this line.

Such a line is ca.lledthe number line or real line.

Now draw a line like this and mark the numbers given below

as points on it.

Small and large, left and right

ln the number line, as we move towards the right liom 0, the

numbers get larger and larger. What ifwe move leftward?

Which is larger, -1 or 2?

-i means 1 less than 0. And -2 means 2 less than 0; that is,

1 less than -1. Thus 2 is less than 1. In mathematical

language, -2 < -1.

So, in the number line as we move rightward from 0, we see

larger and larger numbers, and as we move leftward from 0,

we see $naller and smaller numbers. The same thing happens

ifwe start from any point instead of 0. So, whatever pair of
real numbers we take, the position ofthe larger would be to

the right ofthe smaller, on the number line.

Thus in all the pictures below, x <y

0-r 1 y 2
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2x -l .v 0

2 x I 0 yt 2

So ifwe know that x > 2, what can we say about the position

of.n on the number line?

Somewhere on the right of the point 2, isn't it? h other words,

all numbers x satis$ing the condition x > 2 can be visualized
as the portion ofthe number line marked in the pichue below:

(n the pichre, the white dot at 2 indicates 2 is not included in
the marked portion.)

What about numbers x with x < 2?

And 2 < ;r < 4 ? This means numbers greater than 2 and less

than 4. We can mark the positions of such numbers as shown
below:

z< <4

How can we algebraically describe the numbers in the portion

marked in the picture below?

54 3,2 1012 3 4 5

3<x<2,right?

Now try to do these problems:

' Mark on a number line the positions ofthe numbers

satisfiing each ofthe conditions below:

. I <.r<3

. 3 <x< l

. -3<x<-l

. I <r<3

x>2
5 +-3 -2 -1 0

Geometry of numbers

Using the idea of the number line, we
can geometrically visualize many
properties ofnumbers. For example, look
at this pattern:

I I I I 15 , I

z-4 8' lo-lo r-lb

Adding more and more fractions like
these, we get numbers closer and closer
to 1, righl?

I
Now look at this picture. ] is the

midpoint of the portion of the m.Jmber line
between 0 and I

1l
a

Ij is the mid-point of the

portion ofthe line between jand l, isn't

it?

.. I I I,w here rs the posrlron ol ilAl t.

What if we continue?

1131
2'4 4-'- 4

ll17,l
t-a-a 8 r-l

Again, j +

1 rl



Geometic multiplication

Using lines of length 2 and 3, we can

easilyconstructa lineollengrh 2 . 3 .5.

byjust placing them end to end:

<t 5 -- ----r

How do we draw a line of length

2x3 -6 using them?

Look at these pictures:

What is the length of the line drawn last
(that marked with;r in the picture)?

The two triangles are similar. (Why?) So,

a:1
21

Thus x : 6.

For each ofthe pictures below, give the algebraic

condition satisfied by all numbers in the portion
marked:

54-32-l

543

Distances

Points on the number line are labelled according to their
distances from 0, right? For example, the distance between

the point 0 and the point labelled 2 is 2 itself.

What about the distance between the points 0 and -2? It is
also 2. (We always take "distance" as positive.)

..... 2 .....,

-5 4,3 -2 -1 012
- 2......

Thus the distance between 0 and a number on the line is that
number itsell ifthe number is positive; if it is negative, the

distance is got by removing the negative sign.

Can we find the distance between any two numbers like this?

For example, what is the distance between the points 2 and

5 onthe number line?

Look at this picture: 
...... 2 ......

23
5 ... ... ............

distance between 2 and 5 is

2 t... ..3.. .

5 4 ) 2 -t 0 I 2 3 4 5

Do we get the distance 0",;".; ;;;;" r.,*i",, o,
subtracting the smaller liom the larger?

54 -3-2 I

From this, we see that the

5-2-3"

'1,':



54,3 -2 -l 0

llool Numbors

What about negative numbers? Let's look at the distance

between 2 and 5.

.j^2.

From the picture we see that this distance is also 3.

Here also, do we get the distance by subtracting the smaller

fiom the larger?

Which of -2 and 5 isthe larger?

We furd

-2-(-5)=-2+5=3
So, in this example also, subtracting the smaller liom the larger

gives the distance.

Now suppose the larger number is positive and the smaller is

negative. (t can'tbe otherwise, anylvay.) For example, let's
look at the distance between -2 and 5.

From the above picture, we see that this distance is 7.

Now let's subtract the smaller ftom the larger:

s-(1)=7
Now see ifthe distance between 0 and a number found earlier

is also got by subtracting the smaller from the larger.

Mark each pair of numbers givenbelow onthe number line
and check whether the distance between them is equal to the

number got by subtracting the smaller from the larger:

. 0,4 .0,-4 53
2' 2

Algebra

The distance between two numbers on the number line is

seen to be the result ofsubtacting the smaller fiom the larger.

How do we state this in algebra?

i' :'.

Geometric division

How do we draw a line of lenglh

using lines oflength 2 and 3?

Look at these pictures:

2
3,

r
d
/

,v
"7

,)

Can you prove that the line marked j
the picture is actually ofthis length?

ln

-5 4 -3 -2 -l 01
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Square root

Using a line of length 3, can we draw a

line of length u! ?

First place a line of length 1 at its end.

3l
With this line as diameter, draw a

semicircle:

Draw a perpendicular
figure below:

3l
What is the length ofthis perpendicular?

ADIC is right angled (why?) and ADBC
and ADAB are similar (why?). So,

r3
T=;

which gives x' : 3, so that x : f

First let's look at the distance between a number and 0. We

denote the number by r. It can be a positive or negative
number. (See the section, Ways ofAlgebra ofthe lesson,

Negative Nurnbers in the Class 8 textbook.)

If;r is apositive number, then the distance betweenx and 0

is x itself. What ifx is negative?

For example, ifx - -3, then this distance is 3 (and not 3).

That is, we must remove the negative sign ofx. How do we

state this in algebra?

We know that

( 3)-3

(See the section, Negative of negative of the lesson

Negative Numbers in the Class 8 textbook.) Here
x = -3 and so,

-r--(-3)=3
So, what do we find?

Ifx > 0 (that is, ifx is positive), then the distance between

the points r and 0 on the number line is I itself; ifx < 0 (that

is, if:r is negative), then the distanc.e between the points x
and 0 on the number line is x.

Here, note carefully that ifx is a negative number such as

3 or-j , thenbytaking -x, the negative sign ofthe number

is removed and it becomes a positive number such as 3 or

1t'
To write these operations a little more concisely, we introduce

a new slmbol. The distance between a number and 0 on the

number line is got by taking the number alone, disregarding

its sign. It is calledlhe absolute valae ofthat number.

For example, the absolute value of2 is 2 and the absolute

va.lue of -2 is a.lso 2.

We write the absolute value ofthe number n as 
I 
r 

I 
. mus,

for example,

j
! :,r.:
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lz] =z and ,l =2

What is the absolute value ofzero? Zero itself. That is,

lol - ott
Now according to our earlier discussion. lte can write

| " I =t, if"i. uPositive number

and

I " | = -t , ltt ls u negative number

We wdte all these briefly as

l,'l=

Thus the distance between x and 0 in the number line is 
I 
x 

| 
.

Now let's see how in general, the distance between two

numbers on the number line car.r be expressed algebraically.

Let's denote the numbers by x and y. To get the distance

between them, we must subtract the smaller flom the larger.

But how do we distinguish between the smaller and the larger?

So, we can write like this:

Ifx > y , then the distance between; andy is lr - y.

What if it is otherwise?

Ifl <y, then the distance between.lr andy is y -x.

Here we can note another thing. In;r and y, ifx is the larger,

thenx -y is a positive number; that is ifx >y thenx -y > 0.

We can state this in reverse also: if x - y > 0, then x >y.

Similarly, if;r <y, then;r y < 0 and ifx -y < 0, then x <y.
So, the above statements about distance can be put this way:

If-lr -y > 0 , then the distance betweenx and J, is x -y.

Of numbers and letters

We have noted in Class 8 that in algebra,

both positive and negative numbers are

denoted by letters such as 4 b, x without
usingany distinguishing sign. So. seeing

a number being denoted by.r, we cannot

assume it to be positive; nor can we

assume a number denoted -l to be

negative.

x itself can denote a negative number;
in that case x denotes a positive
number.

f 
r. if x > 0

I r. if x<0
10. if r - 0

'1 i
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Square root and absolute value

Whether x is positive or negative, the

number lxl is positir e. AIso. xr is positir e.

whether;r is positive or negative.

What is uf ?

For example, ifr = 4, then x2= 16 and so

.r7 : .lre : 4: x.

What ifx = 4 ? In this case also, x2= 16

and so

.rF = 
"[6:4--x.

(Recall that any positive number has two

square roots and we use f, to denote

the positive square root.) ln general, for
any number ,:r,

"7='
Here the pointto be noted is that, though

( 
"{| )t 

= x, we may not always have

Jt' = x'

Ifx -y < 0, then the distance between:r andy is y - x

Can we combine these two statements into one?

What is the relation between x y and y - x? We know
that

y-x=-(x y)

(See the section, General principles of the lesson,

Negative Numbers in the Class 8 textbook.)

Thus we can say

Ifx - y > 0, then the distance between x and y is x y.

Ifx - y < 0, then the distance between x and y is-(x - y).

What does this mean? Ifx -1, is apositive number, then the

distance is itself; ifx -y is negative, then the distance is the

negative ofthis number

But taking a positive number as it is and taking the negative

ofa negative number is precisely the operation offinding the

absolute value.

What do we see now?

The distance behueenx andy on the number ltne is lx-ll.
Let's note another thing also. Since 5 -2 -3, we find

l:-zl=Pl=:
what about l2 sl t

Since 2 5- 3and]-:] =:, weget

lz sl - | ,l -:
Now let's look at some problems:

. What are the possible values of n for which

l"-rl =:r

This can be done in several ways. Geometrically, lx ll is

the distance between x and 1 on the number line. And we

want this distance to be 3.

i:,.. r; i:.i



The number on the right of 1, at a distance of 3 is 1 + 3 = 4.

And the number on the left of 1. at a distance 3 is
1-3=-2.

Thus we find x -4 orx=-2.

Now let's think about the problem algebraically.

If.r > 1, then lt - t] -;r 1 and forx - 1 = 3, we must

have x = 4.

What ifx < 1 ? Then l" tl -t -x; and for 1 -x - 3,

we must have :r = -2

. For what all numbers.r, do we have l" 
+zl - t t

Since x + 2=x- (-2), we havelx+z1- ]' ( z)l .So

geometrically, lr+21 is the distance between x and -2 on the

number line. If itistobe 1, then the distance fromxto 2

must be 1. So, r can be the point -1 to the right of-2 or

-3 to the left of 2 . Now try to do this problem algebraically

also.

' Prove that 
I " l' = t', fo, uny numberx.

If .;r is a positive number, then 
] " | - x and so in this case,

tt)

l'l- -''
What if;r is negative? Then I 

t ] = -, *a .o,

r12
l"l- -( x)' (-nl \ (-)r) =rxr -12

llsol Numbers

Difference in algebra

The operation of subtracting a number
from another is written x - y in algebra.

How do we express in algebra, the
operation ofsubtracting the smaller from
the larger oftwo given numbers?

We can use absolute value. For any two
numbers x andy, the result ofsubtracting
the smaller From the larger of these is

lx-/ . (Can we also say y .! instead?)

'..,: 'i :: r; ;



Another squ.rre root

We have seen that for any two numbers

x and y,

(x-y)2=x2-2;y+f

So, can we write

What if x:2, y:3?

So what is the correct identity?

x' -2xy + y'

as an identifv?

r' -2x),+ ),' = x-t

Finally, if ;r = 0, then l:r | - 0 so that

l"]'?-o'=o
and since ; - 0, we also have

x2-02=0

Thus in this case also, we have

]'l'="
Nowtry these problems on your own

Find x satisfting each ofthe following equations:

.l'31 -')t'

. J"*rl - lt-"-l

. l'-tl = l" ,

. l" rl - I, ol

. l,+zl = l",rl

. l, = l"+tl

Prove that if 1<x<4and1</<4,then lt-rl .:.
Find two numbers x and y for which

'*yl = "l + ]rl.
Are there numbers.;r and y for which

l'*, .l'l + lr ?

Are there numbers:r and y such that

l"*rl' l"] + rlr


